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An Attic Head Vase 

COMBINATIONS OF ARTISTIC TECHNIQUES were 
often used in Greek art. Thus sculpture was 
often painted and architecture was enlivened 
with color. Even in the relatively humble craft 
of the potter combinations of techniques are 
occasionally found. The so-called head vase is 
a case in point, in which the potter, the painter 
and the coroplast, or modeler, presumably all 
contributed their talents. 

The body of the vase was formed in a 
mould in the shape of a head, while other parts 
such as handles, neck and lip, were made 
separately and then attached to the moulded 
portion. The heads usually represented women, 
blacks or satyrs, to mention the most popular 
types, and occasionally Herakles is depicted. An 
individual vase could be in the shape of a single 
head or of two heads, back to back. Depending 
upon the shape of the neck, mouth and handle, 
each vase had a special use. Oil or perfume was 
perhaps stored in the short, squat vessels with 
small mouths, known as aryballoi, while a large 
number of vases in the form of heads were used 
for pouring liquids (oinochoai). Some two
handled drinking cups (kantharoi) are also 
known; in these the head forms a bowl, and 
from it spring a vertical neck and lip. These 
kantharoi are similar to the animal-headed 
drinking horns, or rhyta, not only in the combi
nation of moulded and wheel-made portions, 
but also in their use as drinking CUpS.l Sir John 
Beazley in 1920 first studied the Attic head vases 
as a group and divided them into some twenty
three classes according to the plastic part of the 
vessel. 2 

AN EXAMPLE OF THIS TYPE of Atticvase was ac
quired in 1971 by the Museum of Art and 
Archaeology of the University of Missouri
Columbia (Figs. 1_2) .3 The moulded portion is 

1. Head vase in the Museum of ATt and Archaeolog;', Universil)" 
of Missouri-Columbia. 

in the form of a woman's head and neck; this 
is surmounted by the slim neck of the vase, a 
trefoil lip and a high-swung handle, indicating 
that the vase is to be considered a pouring 
vessel, or oinochoe. 

The vase rests on a flat, slightly flaring base 
which is emphasized by a thin line of black glaze 
above a broad stripe at its lower edge. The face 
was left in the color of the clay, which is now 
an orange brown_ The chin is slight and the 
mouth indistinctly moulded. The lips are per
haps slightly parted, with a suggestion of an 
"archaic smile," to be seen rather in the treat
ment of the cheeks than in the mouth itself. The 
nose is straight and slightly rounded at the end. 
The eyes are oval, closed at the inner corners 
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2. Above: head vase in th.e Missou)'i museum: right side. back, left side. 

3. Below: head vase in Boston. Left: front view; right : )'ight side. Photograph 
coul·tesy of Museum of Fine A)"/s, Bostoll. 



with a square end which partially follows the 
side of the nose. The pupils of the eyes are 
indicated by black dots in reserved circles, the 
irises are black, the whites of the eyes are cov
ered with a white pigment. The outlines of the 
eyes and the arching eyebrows are rendered in 
black glaze, without incision. 

The hair is rendered on the forehead as 
four rows of knobs in relief. Traces of red paint 
are preserved here; parallels to better preserved 
examples suggest that probably the lips, nostrils 
and tear ducts were once also painted red. In 
fact, a trace of red paint is preserved in the right 
nostril. The ears are small, indented and 
pushed forward by the hair behind. OUT maid
en wears a stephane, a hair ornament resem
bling a coronet, which is decorated with mean
ders and boxed, dotted X's. These alternate 
except in one instance where two meanders are 
placed together. The back of the head is 
thought of as being covered with a sakkos, a 
simple form of hair covering; this is encircled 
by a wreath of painted leaves originally ren
dered in white but now much faded. Such 
wreaths have been variously identified by schol
ars as being olive, myrtle or laurel. Ivy wreaths 
also appear on Attic head vases, lending a 
somewhat more decorative aspect than does the 
straight-leaved variety. The area of the sakkos, 
a part of the back of the neck, the neck and 
lip of the vase, and the handle are covered with 
a lustrous black glaze which was unevenly ap
plied, showing a thicker coating in a band two 
centimeters below the lip at the front. 

Stylistically, the Missouri head vase can be 
dated to the second quarter of the fifth century 
B.C. and finds its closest parallels in Beazley's 
Class N: The Cook Class. 4 This class contains 
a great number of examples, considered by 
Beazley to be "unpretentious little works with 
an archaic alertness of expression."5 They are 
practically all oinochoai, with only a fewarybal
loi known, and the majority are in the form of 
women's heads.6 Although a large number of 
vases belong to the Cook Class, relatively few 
wear stephanes. Beazley lists only eight exam
ples. 7 At least five of these and the Missouri vase 
are so like one another that they probably all 
came from the same mould.s All the examples 
have almost identical heads, the only differences 

4. Head vase in Almterdam. Photograph courtesy of the Allard 
Pierson M1LSeum, Amsterdam. 
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being in the painted decoration, such as the 
arrangement of the pattern on the stephane and 
the type of wreath worn. One of these vases, 
a previously unpublished example in the Boston 
Museum of Fine Arts, is illustrated here and 
shows the close similarity to the Missouri head 
vase (Fig. 3).9 The moulded portion of the two 
vases is almost identical. The neck of the Boston 
vase, however, is higher proportionally than 
that on the Missouri example, but this is to be 
expected since the necks were made separately 
and then added to the moulded heads. The 
Boston head also wears a somewhat unusual 
wreath composed of curving tendrils alternating 
on either side of a stem. Moreover, the orna
ment on the stephane is composed of sixteen 
units of m eanders and boxed X's instead of the 
fourteen of our example. Rather than simply 
alternating the d es igns (as was done with one 
exception on the Missouri vase) the painter 
preferred a two-to-one arrangement of mean
ders to boxed X's. This is also the arrangement 
preferred on the example from Bowdoin, but 
there in fifteen units. 1O Thirteen units are em
ployed on the stephane of a head vase once in 
the Collection Scheurleer and now in the Allard 
Pierson Museum, Amsterdam (Fig. 4), II and on 
that from the Canellopoulos Collection in 
Athens. 12 It would appear then that the painter 
of a head vase was allowed some freedom to 
vary the painted d etails of the vase once the 
basic color scheme was established. The Canel
lopoulos example a pparently even shows some 
use of incision around the pupils of the eyes. 
Every head vase, although "mass produced" by 
means of a mould, was distinct from every other 
vase even from the same mould , if only in small 
details. Although this was no doubt advanta
geous from a commercial point of view, one 
could interpret it as an attempt to breathe life 
~nt~ ~ mas~-produced product and to give it that 
mdtvtduaiIty so characteristic of Greek civiliza
tion . 

ALT HO UG H TH E VASES of the Cook Class are 
numerous and perhaps undistinguished, the 
heads themselves show great charm. As men
tioned above, they mostly represent women or 
girls and , being containers of perfume or an-
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other liquid, may have been intended for the 
dressing table. We do not know, however, if the 
choice of subject for the vase had, in fact, any
thing to do with its function , and it is perhaps 
best to agree with Beazley 13 that " ... the fact is 
that they are simply girls ... and as such seldom 
come amiss." 

WILLIAM R. BIERS 

University of Missouri-Columbia 

'For rhyta see H. Hoffma nn, A llie Red-Figured RhJla 
(Mainz 1962) and Tarentine Rh),ta (Maim 1966). 

2J .D. Beazley, "Chari nos," J ournal of H ellenic Studies 49 
(1 920) 38-78. For additio ns and corrections see J.D. 
Beazley, A ttic Red-Fig1l1'e Vase- Painters, 2nd edition (Ox
ford 1963), henceforth A R V2; Paralipomena: Additiolls 
to Attic Black-FifJlI1'e Vase- Painters and to Allie Red-Figure 
Vase-Painters (Ox ford 197 1). 

"Ace. No. 71.9. Height to lip of vase 15.9 em., to LOp 
of hand le 18.3 em. , to top of stephane 12 em. InIact 
e xcept for a few small chips, especia lly on the stephane 
a nd the lip. 

4ARV21539-1544. 
5Beazley, "Cha ri nos" 63. 
6A close parallellO the Missouri example is in the Bow
doin College Museum o f An (A R V~ no. 149) but the 
neck of the vase is missing and the top of the head 
plastered over. This must a lso have been an oinochoe 
rather tha n a "cup," as it is ca lled by K. Herbert, Ancient 
Art in Bowdoin College (Cambridge, Massachusetts 1964) 
67, no. 18 1. 

7 A R V 2 1544, nos. 148- 154; Beazley, Pamlipomeno 504, no. 
135 . AR V~ no. 150 from the Cane llopoulos Collection 
h as on ly I-ecemly been published: F. Croissant, "Collec
tion Pau l Canellopou los (IV): Vases plastiques en forme 
de tetes humaines," Bulletin de con'espondance he/Unique 
97 ( 1973) 223, no. 4, figs. 22, 23. 

8 A R V2 1544, nos. 148-1 52. A tentative chronology within 
the Cook Class itself is a tte mpted in the recent publica
t io n of no. 150, the autho r a rriving a t a date not later 
than 480-470 B.C. These moulded vases are notoriousl), 
difficult to d ate stylist ica lly with an y accuracy. 

"Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Ace. No. 80.593. Heighl 
to handle 2 1.9 em. , to top of stephane 12.7 em. I am 
indebted to the Boston Museum of Fine Arts for per
missio n to publish this vase. 

'OHe rbert, op.eit. Apparently twelve units are used on ARF 
1544, no. 152, to judge from the sketchy drawing. Onl)' 
one boxed X is shown . 

"Inv. No. 344. Height 20.8 cm . Mea nder on the stephane 
partially worn off . C01pUS Vasorum AntiquoTllIII, Musee 
Scheurleer 2, III K, pI. I (Pays Bas, pI. 84) I and 4; 
A R V2 1544, no. 15 1. 

'2For the Cane llopoulos vase see note 7. 
'"Beazley, "Chari nos" 39. 




